INTRODUCTION
Road safety, which is mainly affected by road accident is said to be one of the major national health concern. The burden of road accidents causalities and damage is much higher in developing countries than developed nations. Ethiopia is one of the developing countries where road accidents are major problems of Road safety. Road safety improvements can be achieved with in the three components of the road safety system through changes in infrastructure design (which includes road and road signs), vehicle safety, and road user behavior (driver, pedestrian, passengers) [1] . This paper employed different machine learning methods and algorithms in road safety analysis which permits identify patterns and factors to the three components of a road safety system in general and road user behaviors in particular. The work tried to address issues like data quality and trend analysis in addition to identifying interesting patterns. It is also worth mentioning that hybrid architecture approach was used to combine classifiers in order to improve accuracy of the models.
Insight into the effectiveness of injury-reduction technologies, policies, and regulations require a more detailed empirical assessment of the complex interactions that vehicle, roadway, and human factors have on resulting crashinjury severities [2] . Descriptive analysis of the magnitude and situation of road safety in general and road accidents in particular is important, but understanding of data quality, factors related with dangerous situations and different interesting patterns in a data, is of even greater importance. This gives a big picture of the scenario instead of a fragmented effort to address an aspect of it. Our research is inspired by previous works on the domain and the versatile applicability of machine learning paradigm, which will add on the ongoing effort of improving road safety.
Under the umbrella of information architecture research for road safety improvement in developing countries, the result of a situational analysis made in a three selected regional administration in Ethiopia, exhibited that accident analysis in general is at its immature level, which prohibits the effort of discovering relevant knowledge for decision making, from the accumulated data. This paper reports on a part of a grand research project that aims to better understand data quality issues in general, road users' factors, accident factors, vulnerable groups and vehicles role on accident and injury risk. More specifically the objectives of this specific machine learning experimental research are;
 To explore the magnitude of data quality issues and mitigations.
 To explain and predict the role of road users' related factors on possible injury risks.
 To perform trend analysis on factors affecting accident severity To the authors' knowledge, this work is unique in the machine learning approaches used, comprehensiveness, time coverage of the analyzed data set used and the actual observation of the road safety related issues. We believe that identifying and describing hidden patterns in accident data in form of innovative classification, visualization and association rules is very understandable for road safety experts to be able make sound decisions.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In section two, reviews of literatures pertinent to the central theme of the research are presented while the third section is dedicated to explaining details on the research process, approach and data set description. The experiment and the resulting output of the research are presented in the fourth section, which is followed by a conclusion and indications of the future remaining work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In line with the scope of the grand research, attempt has been made to assess the existing accident analysis practice at the three selected regional administrations in Ethiopia. Generally the result revealed that, currently no such analysis is actually being done at the Gambela region (South West part of Ethiopia) while limited descriptive analysis is practiced at Amhara (North West part of Ethiopia) and Addis Ababa (Central Part of Ethiopia) regions. In addition the data quality issues are not yet addressed. However, though they lack systemic approach, there were some fragmented efforts to show the application of data mining techniques on road safety analysis domain. Tibebe, Abraham and Grosan [3] used adaptive regression trees in their rule mining and classification of road traffic accidents, which provides a foundational work on severity analysis in Ethiopian context. The results, according to the authors, showed that the developed models could classify accidents severity within reasonable accuracy.
Zelalem [4] explored classification algorithms for the study of accident severity and driver characteristics. The study focused on predicting the degree of drivers' responsibility for car accidents. The research used WEKA, data mining tool, to build the decision tree (using the ID3 and J48 algorithms) and MLP (the back propagation algorithm) predictive models and identify important relationships between variables that influence driver's degree of responsibility such as; age, license grade, level of education, driving experience, and other environmental factors. Accuracies of the models were 88.24% and 91.84%
respectively. In addition, the research reveals that, the decision tree model is found to be more appropriate for the problem type under consideration. With a different approach, [5] explores the application of data mining to identify dangerous locations in Addis Ababa.
In another study, Getnet [6] demonstrates data mining models for accident severity analysis in support of reducing road traffic accidents by identifying and predicting the major vehicles and driver's determinant risk factors (attributes) that cause road traffic accidents. The research uses WEKA, version 3-5-8 tool to build decision tree (using j48 algorithm) and rule induction (using PART algorithm) techniques. The result of the research proves that the performance of J48 algorithm is slightly better than PART algorithm and it identified that LicenseGrade, VehicleServiceyear, Typeofvehicle and Eexperience as most important variables to predict accident severity pattern. Bayesian Network power predictor and constructor was employed by Alemayahu [7] for prediction and model construction purpose respectively in the process of, two experiments which were made before and after the elicitation of the domain experiments. According to the first experiment, type of accident is directly influenced by four factors namely; license grade, time and cause of accident and driver experience with the accuracy of 87.96%. In the second experiment (after elicitation of domain experts) the best accuracy was 80.28% and type of accident is highly influenced by weather condition, road joint and type of vehicles. Tibebe and Shawndra [8] utilize Decision Tree (J48), Naive Bayes and K-Nearest Neighbors algorithms to explain the role of road related factors for severity. The result shows that, all the three classifiers perform well similarly with respect to correctly classified cases. A PART algorithm was also used to generate user understandable rule, with the accuracy of 79.94%. The authors propose further investigation by combining different factors like road and driver related variables.
While the above were specifically targeted attempts in applying machine learning in a road safety domain in a local context, it is also worth mentioning other efforts in employing different methods and tools for better understanding of the domain and accuracy worldwide. Janecka and Hulova [9] conducted an experiment using spatial data mining to discover the hidden rules in the crime data happened in Czech Republic in the year 2008. Oracle data miner along with Apriori algorithm was used for identifying hidden relationship and association rules in the crime data in the form IF A AND B THEN C. The result shows that the situation about the crime perpetrated by youth differs from region to region. Daigavane and Bajaj [10] analyzed road traffic accident data and identified that the causes of accidents stem from different elements namely; the vehicle operator, weather, poor road conditions, age of vehicle, time duration and mechanical failure. The introduction of driver and traffic safety education into the school system was suggested as a major measure to be taken. Highway patrol with a chain of Traffic Aid Centers at intervals of 30-50 Km on highways equipped with ambulance, crane, patrol vehicle and enforcement staff with their equipments to regulate traffic and provide medical assistance to victims of accidents within the first hour of accident was also another recommendation made. Moreover a suggestion in the design of vehicles so that they include inbuilt warning system for minimum distance between two vehicles to avoid collision is also worth mentioning proposal made by the researchers.
Hongguo, Huiyong and Fang [11] explored the applicability of Bayesian Network in traffic accident causality analysis. In undertaking the research the structure and parameter of the Bayesian network was learnt with K2 algorithm and Bayesian parameter estimation respectively. According to the authors, the results show that the Bayesian Network can express the complicated relationship between the traffic accident and their causes, as well as the correlations among the factors of causes.
And it is reported that the results of the analysis provided valuable information on how to reveal the traffic accident causality mechanisms and how to take effective measures to improve the traffic safety situations.
Krishnaveni and Hemalatha [12] also conducted a perspective analysis of traffic accident data using data mining techniques.
The study deals with some of classification models to predict the severity of injury that occurred during traffic accidents. Naive Bayes Bayesian classifier, AdaBoostM1, Meta classifier, PART Rule classifier, J48 Decision Tree classifier and Random Forest Tree classifier were compared for classifying the type of injury severity of various traffic accidents. According to the authors, the final result shows that the Random Forest outperforms than other four algorithms. An application of Factor Analysis on Road Traffic Accident was explored by Haixia and Zhihong [13] . The paper analyzes the causes of 372 traffic accidents that occurred in China by factor analysis. According to the authors, five main factors are extracted through the research process and corresponding explanations are given, which can provide not only strategic support for traffic control department, but also some warnings to perpetrators. Li et al. [14] analyzed road accident data to partition highway roads to avoid the occurrence of accidents. They employed fuzzy k-means clustering to classify numerical data of accidents for producing numerical clustering membership, and produce categorical memberships using values of corresponding categorical attributes which was followed by using clustering ensemble to merge all clustering memberships to solve the sole clustering.
According to the authors the results showed that cluster ensemble is effective and could be used to avoid occurrence of traffic accidents.
Jinlin et al. [15] proposed a three-layer analysis system based on spatial data mining of GIS. Through the paper, the authors introduced the method of developing traffic accident analysis system by using ArcGIS Engine and C#.NET and give the class realization of system main functions. Saunier, Mourji and Agard [1] Another study by Nayak et al [16] presents a data mining methodology using decision trees for modeling the crash proneness of road segments using available road crash data. The models quantify the concept of crash proneness and demonstrate that road segments with only a few crashes have more in common with non-crash roads than roads with higher crash counts. They also examine ways of dealing with highly unbalanced data sets encountered in the study. Pakgohar et al [17] explored the role of human factors on incidence and severity of road crashes in Iran. The study explains driver's responsibility on an occurrence of an accident. Accordingly the result of the study indicates the important role of human factor such as "Driving License" and "Safety Belt" in severity of accidents in Iran. The study employed descriptive analysis;; Logistic Regression, Classification and Regression Tree were employed. Chang and Wang [18] Computational intelligence methods for information understanding and management were presented by Duch, Jankowski, and Grabczewski [19] . The major software tool used was DataMiner. In addition to that, a large library written in C++, called InfoSel++, implementing different methods for feature selection, have been developed. As reported by the authors, the methods are based on information theory, distance between probability distribution, and statistical approaches. The authors also indicated that, dimensionality reduction based on Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is another unexplored technique. It is an algorithm basically for data visualization. Besides feature selection, the authors also experimented different algorithms like support vector for clustering the breast cancer data and Principal component analysis (PCA) for visualization. Ona, Mujalli, and Calvo [20] showed the possibility of using Bayesian Networks (BNs) to classify traffic accidents according to their injury severity. Accordingly they presented an analysis of 1536 accidents on rural highways in Spain, where 18 variables representing contributing factors used to build 3 different BNs that classified the severity of accidents into slightly injured and killed or severely injured. Finally the variables that best identify the factors that are associated with a killed or seriously injured accident namely accident type, driver age, lighting and number of injuries, were identified by inference.
Anastasopoulos and Mannering [21] , using 5-year data from interstate highways in Indiana, explored fixed and random parameter statistical models. The study used detailed crash specific data and data that include the injury outcome of the crash but not other detailed crash-specific data (only more general data are used such as roadway geometrics, pavement condition and general weather and traffic characteristics). The analysis showed that, while models that do not use detailed crashspecific data do not perform as well as those that do, random parameter models using less detailed data still can provide a reasonable level of accuracy. Another worth mentioning work in the area was conducted by Pei Liu [22] . He studied a selforganizing feature maps and data mining based decision support system for liability authentications of traffic crashes in Taiwan. Through the study the author, develops a decision support tool for liability authentications of two-vehicle crashes based on generated self-organizing feature maps (SOM) and data mining (DM) models. According to the author, although with small data size, the decision support system was considered capable of giving reasonably good liability attributions and references on given cases.
Delen, Sharda, and Bessonov [23] used a series of artificial neural networks to model potentially non-linear relationships between the injury severity levels and crash-related factors. In the process, the authors conducted sensitivity analysis on the trained neural network models to identify the prioritized importance of crash-related factors as they apply to different injury severity levels. According to the authors, the results, mostly validated by the findings of previous studies, provide insight into the changing importance of crash factors with the changing injury severity levels. Savolainen et al. [2] assessed and summarized the evolution of research and current thinking as it relates to the statistical analysis of motor-vehicle injury severities, and provides a discussion of future methodological directions.
Morgan and Mannering [24] used a mixed logit analysis, to assess the effects that age, gender, and other factors have on crash severities by considering single-vehicle crashes that occurred on dry, wet, and snow/ice-covered roadway surfaces. The results showed that there were substantial differences across age/gender groups under different roadway-surface conditions.
For example, for all females and older males, the likelihood of severe injuries increased when crashes occurred on wet or snow/ice surfaces but for male drivers under 45 years of age, the probability of severe injuries decreased on wet and snow/ice surfaces relative to dry-surface crashes, as reported by the authors. The authors argue that, this and many other significant differences among age and gender groups suggest that drivers perceive and react to pavement surface conditions in very different ways, and this has important safety implications. Furthermore, the empirical findings of the study highlighted the value of considering subsets of data to unravel the complex relationships within crash-injury severity analysis. Another worth mentioning work is a study by Tibebe et.al [25] on accident severity. The research used CART and RandomeForest to analyze the effect of 12 heuristically selected road user related variables on accident severity. The result revealed that pedestrian and victim attributes are more important than drivers'. The authors also recommend more investigation on data quality issues and road user related factors so as to guide proactive methods in reducing road accident and improving road safety in general.
With respect to data quality, Januzaj [26] presented an application of data mining technologies based on clustering, subspace clustering and classification in identifying data quality problems. The authors claimed that the proposed approach was efficient in data quality problems in a case study of a financial data. The major quality problems identified were wrong entries, zero and empty fields and doublets [26] . In another study, Chen et al [27] studied the data quality of Chinese Materia Medica (Cmm) data warehouse by focusing on the problems of data integrity and accuracy and proposed the method of workflow control. As per the authors, data quality control should be carried out from three aspects such as management, workflow and technology.
Farzi and Dastjerdi [28] examined the use of data mining for measuring the quality of data. The authors introduced a method, which uses data mining to extract some knowledge from database, and then use it to measure the quality of input transaction.
Accordingly, an algorithm with three steps was proposed, which calculates the data quality of transaction; Extract association rules, which depend on input transaction (T) and are adapted by the functional dependency, Separate compatible and incompatible association rules and finally calculate the quality of input transaction.
Xiong et al. [29] studied noise removal techniques to enhance data analysis in the presence of high noise levels. Accordingly they explored four techniques, three of which are based on traditional outlier detection techniques; distance-based, clusteringbased, and an approach based on the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) of an object. The fourth technique was hyperclique-based data cleaner (HCleaner). The techniques were evaluated in terms of their impact on the subsequent data analysis, specifically, clustering and association analysis. Through the experiment, the authors reported that all of these methods provide better clustering performance and higher quality association patterns as the amount of noise being removed increases, although
HCleaner generally leads to better clustering performance and higher quality associations than the other three methods for binary data.
To summarize given the magnitude of the road safety problem, researches on accident data analysis are limited at least in a local context. This is true especially in case of researches related with data quality and combining models for better result.
Empirical studies considering data quality and understanding are still insufficient. On the other hand there is an understanding that all counter measures should follow from data analysis. In connection to this, again even the data collected is not complete enough to explain all necessary patterns. Thus this implies that more works are expected on how better to collect accident data and analyze it, which is a research problem that the grand research, of which this work is part, tries to address.
TOOLS, METHODS AND MATERIALS
This part of the paper describe the data set and methods used in addition to the explanation of the software tool employed to apply different algorithms for data quality exploration, attribute selection, dimensionality reduction, and classification.
The Data Set and Tools used
Though the grand research covers three administrative regions in Ethiopia, this particular experimental study used data obtained from Road Traffic Office at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. This is mainly because accident data is in long hand written format in Gambela region and it is still in a process of transferring accident data to a computer system in Amhara region. The total dataset for the study contains traffic accident records from 2004/5-2008/9. Based on the availability of the data, for this specific study a total number of 14,254 accident cases described with 48 attributes were used. According to the variable definitions for dataset, this dataset has information related to road users (drivers, pedestrians and passengers), vehicles and road environment. The tool used to perform machine learning and apply data mining algorithms is Salford Predictive Miner v.6.6 (SPM) a newly developed software suite by Salford Systems, which includes four major predictive model building methods called CART, RandomForest, MARS and TreeNet. The motivation for using this tool includes its features related to faster training time, its ability to use raw data (no need to transform or prepare the data), automatic handling of missing values, automatic handling of categorical (nominal) predictors, handling very large numbers of predictors, and ability to handle very large training data files.
To confirm to the industry-standard process, the machine learning methodology used was guided by the CRISP-DM (CrossIndustry Standard Process for Data Mining) process framework. Accordingly based on the situational analysis on the case study, business and data understanding were the first tasks. Then follows exploration of data quality issues, preprocessing and feature/attribute selection tasks relevant to the data mining goal identified. Model building and evaluation along with a possible recommendation to integrate the resulted pattern or knowledge with the existing one was the last stage.
As this is a report of an ongoing research project, attempt has been made to use three of the available predictive modeling methods, CART, TreeNet, and RandomForest, in the SPM suite. The fourth techniques, MARS, is designed in such a way that it works on a binary target class and thus was not feasible for the data mining goal of this specific research. In addition a parallel configuration of combining models with a majority vote approach is used as an ensemble technique. The experiment will continue to uncover other aspect of road safety and using different predictive and clustering techniques so as to get good understanding of the data in identifying patterns. A brief description of the three predictive methods and the model combination techniques is presented in the next subsections.
CART Method
As explained by Gey and Nédélec [30] Classification and Regression Trees (CART) is a robust decision-tree tool for data mining, pre-processing and predictive modeling tasks. CART can analyze complex data for patterns and relationships and uncovering hidden structures. Moreover, CART is a nonparametric technique that can select variables from a large data set and their interactions that are very important in determining the outcome variable to be analyzed. Some of the major advantages of CART as described by, Salford Systems [31] includes faster training times, its ability to use raw data (no need to transform or prepare the data), automatic handling of missing values, automatic handling of categorical (nominal) predictors, handling very large numbers of predictors, and ability to handle very large training data files.
An important feature of a CART analysis include a set of rules for splitting each node in a tree; deciding when a tree is complete;; and assigning each terminal node to a class outcome. CART always base on a questions that have a 'yes' or 'no' answer to split a node into two child nodes; the yes answers to the left child node and the no answers to the right child node.
CART's method is to look at all possible splits for all variables included in the analysis. Next, CART ranks the order of each splitting rule based on a quality-of-split criterion. The common criterion usually used is a measure of how well the splitting rule separates the classes contained in the parent node. Having the best split, CART repeats the search process for each child node, continuously and recursively until further splitting is impossible or stopped. The next step after having the maximal tree grown and derived set of sub-trees, CART determines the best tree by testing for error rates or costs. With sufficient data, the simplest method is to divide the sample into learning and test sub-samples. The learning sample is used to grow an overly large tree. Then use the test sample to estimate the rate at which cases are misclassified (possibly adjusted by misclassification costs). The misclassification error rate is calculated for the largest tree and also for every sub-tree. The best sub-tree is the one with the lowest or near-lowest cost, which may be a relatively small tree [32] .
TreeNet Method
Developed by Jerome Friedman, TreeNet is a robust multi-tree technology for predictive modeling and data processing [31] .
TreeNet is known for its ability to offer exceptional accuracy, blazing speed, and a high degree of fault tolerance for dirty and incomplete data. More over it can handle both classification and regression problems and has been proven to be remarkably effective in traditional numeric data mining and text mining [31] , [33] .
Applying TreeNet model indicate improved, or at least competitive, prediction accuracy than CART [34] . TreeNet is an enhancement of the CART model using stochastic gradient boosting [35] . Boosting reefers to the endeavors to "boost" the accuracy of any given learning algorithm by fitting a series of models each having a low error rate and then combining into an ensemble that may perform better [34] , [36] . TreeNet can be seen as a collection of many smaller trees contributing to a final model. And a final model prediction is constructed by summing up the contributions of each tree. As explained by Salford systems [31] the key features of TreeNet models includes automatic variable subset selection; ability to handle data without pre-processing; resistance to outliers; automatic handling of missing values; robustness to dirty and partially inaccurate data; high speed; and resistance to over-training. It is also worth mentioning that, according to Salford Systems, TreeNet is resistant to overtraining and is over 100 times faster than a neural net.
RandomForest Method
As cited by Krishnaveni and Hemalatha [12] , Miaou and Harry [37] described random forest consisting of a collection of tree structured classifiers (h(x, _k), k = 1. . .) where the _k are independent identically distributed random vectors and each tree casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input x. The algorithm works as follows:
 Choose T number of trees to grow  Choose m number of variables used to split each node. m<<M, where M is the number of input variables, m is hold constant while growing the forest  Grow T trees. When growing each tree do  Construct a bootstrap sample of size n sampled from Sn with the replacement and grow a tree from this bootstrap sample  When growing a tree at each node select m variables at random and use them to find the best split  Grow the tree to a maximal extent and there is no pruning  To classify point X collect votes from every tree in the forest and then use majority voting to decide on the class label A Decision Tree Forest (DTF) is an ensemble (collection) of decision trees, which the combination of predictions contributes to the overall prediction for the forest. A decision tree forest grows a number of independent trees in parallel, and those trees do not interact until after all of them have been built. Decision tree forest models often have a degree of accuracy that cannot be obtained using a large, single-tree model [32] . Its ability to handle thousands of input variables without variable deletion along with quick learning process and its effective method for estimating missing data and maintains accuracy are major sited attributes of this algorithm.
Hybrid Architecture to Combine Models-Ensemble
Literatures indicate that, combining classifiers is said to provide better result. This is mainly because patterns misclassified by different classifiers are not necessarily same [38] . In connection to this, there are different strategies and configurations of combining classifiers. Cascading, Parallel and Hierarchical are the major configurations as stated by Ranawana and Palade [39] . Similarly Wanas [40] recognized two major architectures of ensemble; Cascading and Parallel. Cascading is when the output of one is used as an input for the next in order to reach a final refined classification. Parallel architecture, as shown in fig 1, is a way of providing same input to a number of classifiers and combine their output using a given decision logic.
The decision logic could be linear which includes averaging and weighted averaging of the results or non linear which could be voting, probabilistic or rank based methods, as explained by Ranawana and Palade [39] . [40] . In case of different results from all classifiers the decision logic will consider the result of the classifier with better overall accuracy. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT
In this part of the paper a detailed description of data exploration task and results of different experiments are presented. Accordingly, the data which was in a relational database format was first exported in to a single table format of excel sheet. This is mainly because the SPM tool supports a single table data format for processing. In addition, it was also necessary to translate the data from local language, Amharic, in to English for better readability using the filter facility of Ms-Excel application. Moreover, removal of some attributes for ethical reason and their unnecessary nature in the process of pattern identification and attribute creation through aggregation of attribute values of injury severity exposed a total of 38 features for many sided analysis.
Exploration of data quality issues
Data quality is one of the major concerns in organizational decision makings. Especially from machine learning and data mining point of view, where extracting pattern and knowledge discovery is a major task, it is an issue that needs closer attention. Though data quality can be seen from different perspectives, the focus of this paper will lay on data quality issues at the analysis level, affecting knowledge and pattern discovery. It is explained based on the road safety as a case study. Accordingly, Tan et al. [41] identified three major problems related to data quality in machine learning environment; noise and outliers, missing values and duplicate data. Noise and outliers are data objects with characteristics that are considerably different than most of the other data objects in the data set while the major reasons for missing values are inapplicability of an attribute for all the cases or due to inability to collect a specific value for an attribute because of different reasons. Duplicate data on the other hand may happen due to the lack of effective design of attributes for data objects.
The process of handling these data qualities in general is referred as data cleaning or preprocessing. However data cleaning or preprocessing will depend and be restrictive as per the data mining or knowledge discovery task at hand. Thus, this paper argues that data quality issues should be addressed at a different level right from the collection to the dissemination. This will be reflected on the information architecture to be proposed as a final deliverable of the grand research. However the magnitude of data quality issues at the analysis level, in a road safety data management are explored and presented. It is easy to learn from the details that the three major data quality problems are prevalent in the road accident data set. In connection to this, though there are different noises and outliers in a given data, the "unknown" value is picked as an example to show the magnitude of the problem. Accordingly, variables with their percentage of unknown values are presented in Table 2 . And it easy to understand that by improving, the data quality while collecting accident data, through quality checks, it is possible to achieve better prediction and more relevant knowledge.
As to the missing values, variables exhibiting 0.5 % and above missing values are presented in Table 1 . And it can be seen that variables related with road users show considerable missing which can affect the amount and quality of pattern to be discovered. And it is visible again that properly addressing these issues will add on the performance and accuracy of data analysis. The duplication issue is exhibited with variables related with accident date. There are three attributes year, month, week, which can be expressed only by proper data structure of date variable itself. In addition to missing values under existing variables, another important attribute missing is use of seatbelt/helmet. Though the use of seatbelt and/or helmet is considered to be one of the important measures in reducing accidents and fatality, it is not included in the accident data. 
PreProcessing and Model Building
Data preparation or pre processing is always important in a machine learning and pattern recognition process. 
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mainly are guided by the data mining goal at hand. In light of the whole objective of the experiment, the preprocessing task for this research can be consider as light weight preprocessing. The main reasons were the tool's capability of handling data quality issues like missing data and the need to expose the actual data as it is. Preprocessing tasks undertaken for this specific experiment includes; dimensionality reduction by removing records with significant variable values missing and removing of attributes that do not contribute to the analysis like serial number, date, year and month. In addition, generalization of serious injury and slight injury in to injury class, and replacement of blank cells by "not applicable" (N/A) value for variables that do have such features when seen from the target variable point of view, are also done. Categorizing some variables like age and hour in to manageable categories was also done for better understandability of the pattern.
The next task of the experiment was to identify attributes or features related to the goal of the machine learning task which will obviously be evaluated by the machine learning process through attribute selection. The best explanation of the data obviously depends on the type of the problem, intention of users, as well as the type of questions and explanations that are commonly accepted in a given domain [19] . However given the data mining task mentioned above, attempt has been made to include as more attributes as possible. This is mainly to see the role of road users related factors over the others on accident severity risk and which road user related factors are more important in addition to assessing the trend of impacts of factors to severity.
Accordingly 31 attributes are selected as possible predictors, accident collision result being a target variable. The target variable has three classes namely; fatal, injury and non-injury. Descriptions of the attributes are presented in Table 3 . Whether a collision ended with fatal, injury or non-injury
CART Analysis Result
The first experiment in classifying the class attribute accidentresult was using CART technique with 31 predictor variables.
While running the CART analysis, the classification method used was entropy. Eentropy is one of the different splitting rules in growing classification trees. Regarding dataset usage, 80/20 percent of the data is used for training and testing respectively.
With the intent of finding the best prediction, a number of experiments have been done by trying different constraints and parameters.To mention some Gini and class probability were tested as a method for classification while 10 fold validations was also used as a testing mechanism. With respect to best tree selection, the CART default best tree setting which is a minimum cost tree is employed.
The best model identified indicated that, victim related features namely VictimAge, VictimCategory, VictimOccup, and VictimHealSt followed by AccidentCollisiontype AccidentCouse, AccidentSubcity, VehicleType, Hourscategory, AccidentArea and DrivingLicens are the top ten important predictors of the target class injury result (risk). On the other hand road and environment related factors like RoadSerface, WeatherCondition and RoadCondition are from the least significant factors compared to human related factors. Accordingly given the purposeful low level of preprocessing done, using these variables with major model specification and automatic best predictor discovery, the accuracy of the predictive model is promising with a general classification error of 0.300. Road user factors are found to be determinant whether an accident ends with fatal, injury or non-injury and it can be seen from major splitters as illustrated in Fig. 2 below. The overall prediction success, which is a percentage of correctly classified against the total data set, is 95.61% for learning set while 93.52% is for testing set. It is also visible that the prediction accuracy for non-injury class is better than the injury and fatal class in both learning and testing sets. The detail is shown in Tables 4 and 5 . It is obvious that in such kind of experiment the accuracy of learning process is better, which is also seen in this specific experiment. However, accuracy alone does not completely describe the prediction efficiency, and other means of evaluating our predictive models are necessary. The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve, also known as the relative operating characteristic curve, is a comparison of two operating characteristics as the criterion changes. The ROC analysis is directly and naturally related to the cost/benefit analysis of diagnostic decision making. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) quantifies the overall discriminative ability of a test. An entirely random test (i.e., no better at identifying true positives than flipping a coin) has an AUC of 0.5, while a perfect test (i.e., one with zero false positives or negatives) has an AUC of 1.00 [8] . Another important concept regarding the performance of a predictive model is miss-classification rate. As it can be seen from Tables 6 and 7 below, the model is better in predicting non-injury results than injury and fatal. 
TreeNet Analysis and Result
The second experiment was done using the TreeNet analysis method of Salford Predictive Miners suite. Accordingly 31 predictor variables were used to predict the target class, Accidentresult (risk). The analysis was done by specifying basic RoadOrientation were the least important factors for average of all classes. In the process of the experiment the total trees grown were 200 and the optimal number of tree was found to be 59 with classification error of 0.204 and cross entropy of 0.399. The TreeNet result in terms of entropy and classification error is presented in fig. 4 and 5. Entropy is a measure of dispersion in a matrix of information. Cross Entropy is a version of entropy that incorporates the modeled nature of the information content. The process of building a good model hence can be seen as initializing a model with a random parameters followed by measuring the cross entropy and then a successive adjustment and measurement of the mode until the cross entropy is low enough. Accordingly the TreeNet model exhibits cross entropy of 0.399 at 59 th tree, which is referred as optimal number of tree. Similarly a classification error is a percentage of wrongly classified instances from a total number of predictions, in which is TreeNet model showed a minimum result, 0.204, which is closer to 0. As to the prediction Success, TreeNet method exhibits an overall performance of 95.40% for training and 94.15% for testing sets. The detail is presented in Tables 8 and 9 . Misclassification rate was another parameter considered to measure the performance of the model. Accordingly the misclassification rate is presented in Tables 10 and 11 for training and testing sets respectively. As it can be seen from the tables in both learning and testing scenario misclassification in case of non injury class is none. 
RandomForest Analysis and Result
Similar to that of the other two models with 31 attributes selected, the accident data was exposed to RandomForest analysis. AccidentArea are found to be least important in determining the risk of fatality.
As to miss-classification, somehow similar to that of the other two methods result, RandomForest analysis is also less accurate in classifying injury category while the miss classification rate is by far less for non-injury category. This is shown with 22.59%, 44.61 % and 0.04% classification error for fatal, injury and non injury classes respectively. The detail is presented in Table 12 . Prediction success and ROC results are also important indicators of a given predictive model. Accordingly, percentages of correct prediction for fatal, injury and non-injury case are 77.41%, 55.39% and 99.96% respectively. The detail is presented in Table 13 . In the same token as shown in fig. 8 , the ROC integral indicates, 0.94260, 0.97671, and 0.98941 for fatal, injury and non injury classes respectively. As it is closer to one and indicates minimal zero positives and negatives, it entails good performance. 
Scorring and Ensembling
According to Salford Systems, [31] predictive modeling process would not be complete without the ability to apply the model to a data. The data could be a new data or an existing data used for training and testing the models. This process is termed as scoring. It can be done externally by translating the model in to any other supported language or internally by a built in facility of the tool being used like SPM, in this specific case. In line with this, internal scoring is employed on the whole training and testing data to predict the target class of injury risk. And the result shows that the models work well in a new data too and its result is used for the final stage of combining classifiers. This is exhibited with the 95.19%, 94.55% and 95.15% over all prediction success of CART, RandomForest and TreeNet respectively.
The final stage of the experiment is to combine models. There are different configurations and techniques to combine classifiers. As discussed by Ranawana and Palade [39] cascading, parallel and Hierarchical are the major configurations. In this specific experiment a parallel combination of classifiers where the result of each classifier is exposed to a given decision logic, voting techniques, is employed. According to Hall et al [42] voting is an aggregation technique used to combine decisions of multiple classifiers. In its simplest form, which is based on plurality or majority voting, each individual classifier contributes a single vote. The aggregation prediction is decided by the majority of the votes, i.e., the class with the most votes is the final prediction [43] .
Accordingly it was possible to exhibit an overall prediction success of 95.47%, while it is 87.61%, 78.41% and 100% for fatal, injury and non injury classes respectively. The detail is presented in Table 14 . It is easy to see that, it is by far better than CART, RandomForest and TreeNet predictions independently. It also important to note that, TreeNet is more closer than other techniques to the ensemble or combined classifiers in terms of accuracy especially in case of non injury, injury and overall accuracy. This exhibits that, combining different classifiers outperformed other single classifiers for predicting injury risk. 
Models Comparison, Discussion and Lessons learned
As mentioned in previous sections, the experiment was done using Salford Predictive Miners suite (SPM). SPM mainly contains four methods. Three of these techniques namely CART, TreeNet and RandomForest, were employed in this specific empirical experimental research. The fourth method which is MARS is designed to handle binary target class and thus cannot be used in this specific experiment, where there are three target classes. With the intent of finding the best model, the predictive performance of these techniques are compared based on three important performance measures namely prediction successes, prediction error rate and ROC.
One of the major objectives of this empirical research was identifying human related determinant factors for accident severity.
Accordingly the search and testing methods along with the top 10 important variables identified by the three modeling techniques are presented in table 15 below. It is learned that road user related factors are found to be more important in determining accident fatality or injury. On the other hand factors related with road and environment is found to be least important. This can be seen from the table as they are listed against "least important attributes" under each methods employed.
Looking in to the determinant factors, as hypothesized, road users features like their category, occupation and age tell significant information about the possible result of a given accident collision. However this paper argues that the focus of attention in reducing accidents and risks should not be only drivers. As can be seen from the experiment for an accident to end in either fatal, injury or non injury scenario the most determinant factors are the nature of victims involved. On the other hand time and road and environment related factors are found to be irrelevant in determining the result risk of an accident. A good example of this could be the splitter variables and variable importance results of the above experiments. And it is learned that road user related factors need more investigation so as to guide proactive methods in reducing road accident and improving road safety in general. With regard to the performance of the models, all the three models perform less in case of fatal and injury classes while their performance is very good in determining non injury risk of an accident. In addition, they all exhibit better ROC scores for non injury class than the others. However TreeNet predictive modeling technique performs better by exhibiting lower error rate of 0.204 which is closer to 0, 94.54% over all prediction success and better ROC score which is closer to 1, than CART and RandomForest. The detail is presented in Table 16 below. It is to be recalled from previous sections that another major purpose of this experiment is to get an overall understanding of accident data and getting sense of data quality issues. In connection with this, testing the data for identification of patterns without making significant preprocessing provides a good insight in to the nature of the data. This will guide the subsequent analyses and selection of better tools for this specific domain in a specific context. Accordingly, the role of various aspects of road accidents like vehicle status, time and environment, infrastructure which includes road and road signs, will still be explored to find empirical results that guides counter measures from the data point of view.
The subsequent experiments will result in more patterns. Making more preprocessing will provide better accuracy and explanation about the case at hand. This is especially important in increasing performance of a model like accuracy. This, along with the subsequent experiments, will be used in the design of education and enforcement measures in road safety domain.
Moreover though all the three techniques are found to be promising in identification of patterns in a road safety domain
TreeNet is shown to be the best method to be used in the domain under study if the decision is to use a single method.
However, ensemble result proves to be the best of all individual models.
To summarize, the following are issues that needs attention both at the organization and/or system level;
 Road accident data should be complete for the analysis to reflect important patterns and knowledge  There should be a mechanism for data quality checks about each accident that requires architectural guideline.
 Once data collection is organized mmachine learning approaches to data analysis should be implemented  Periodic analysis of the accident data is required to see changes through time and adjust the counter measures accordingly These lessons will be reflected on the information architecture to be proposed as a guideline for accident data collection and analysis. Thus this research is trying to view accident data collection and analysis as a system that requires a special view towards understanding the whole and making sense out of it for improved decision makings in the effort of reducing the problem of road safety ultimately. That is why the issue of data quality and understanding gets more attention in addition to predictive modeling of some interesting patterns not addressed so far.
Trend Analyis and implications
Another aspect of this experiment was to analysis the trend in the past few years. The best point of reference chosen was a study conducted by Tibebe, Abraham and Grosan [2] in 2005 and published on an International Journal of Simulation for its comprehensiveness and comparability from other studies focusing only on road related, driver or vehicle factors. Accordingly in a work by Tibebe, Abraham and Grosan [3] , 16 attributes were used in predicting accident severity while the current study used 31 which are, by far more attributes. The best accuracy exhibited was 87% while in the current experiment overall accuracy of 90.57%, 93.52% and 94.54% were achieved in RandomForest, CART and TreeNet experiments respectively. It is also important to note that, the ensemble technique exhibited an overall accuracy of 95.47%.
Another worth mentioning issue was the evaluation method used. Whilst three evaluation techniques namely; Prediction success, ROC and classification error rates, are used in the current experiment, it was only accuracy used in the previous study.
And important variables determining severity in the previous study were accident type and accident cause. On the other hand in the current study, with the inclusion of more attributes, road user related factors are found to be more important in determining fatality and injury. Thus, it is apparent that periodical analysis of accident data will help to see the trends and reveals more pattern and knowledge about the domain.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Through this paper, attempt has been made to explore CART, TreeNet , RandomForest and ensemble techniques for road accident data understanding and analysis. A review of literature enabled to create a good understanding of state of the art techniques and attempts in a road safety data quality and data analysis domain. The main goal was to empirically explore data quality issues, trend analysis and to identify the role of road user's factors, which is said to be the major factor, on the risk of injury for a road traffic accident.
Detection of accidents risks due to road users related factors could assist in designing appropriate counter measures in the effort of reducing the socio-economic impact of road accidents which ultimately improving road safety. Another advantage of this systemic view approach to road traffic accident data understanding and analysis through machine learning is that, hypothesis can be easily be formulated for future trends.
In addition to revealing patterns related with road users factors for accident severity, major contribution of this work includes comparison of predictive models for the domain, highlighting data quality issues, proposing ensemble technique to improve accuracy and trend analysis regarding factors for accident severity. With reference to the main objective, future work will focus on exploring and proposing possible solutions as a means of data quality problem mitigations. Moreover use and comparison of different soft computing techniques on the test bed will revile best approach and accuracy in understanding and predicting road safety patterns. In line with this, novel techniques and algorithms like non-negative matrix factorization and genetic algorithm will also be explored. We strongly believe that the result of theses successive experiments will be major ingredient of the information architecture to be proposed for accident data collection and analysis in developing countries in general and for Ethiopia in particular.
The result of this research will help road safety organizations to revisit their focus of attention in crafting and implementing measures to reduce road safety danger. More specifically the research indicated that in addition to drivers, education and enforcement measures should address well other road users like pedestrians. It is also worth mentioning that systematic data collection and quality check along with periodic analysis should get due attention, so that other measures will be knowledge driven. The research result can also be used as a hypothesis and/or replicated to other developing countries with similar context in the area of road accident data collection and analysis.
Finally the result of this study can also be used to support future research related to machine learning approach, especially in the context of road safety.
